PDIP38 is a novel mitotic spindle-associated protein that affects spindle organization and chromosome segregation.
In order to maintain genomic integrity during mitosis, cells assemble the mitotic spindle to separate sister chromosomes to the two daughter cells. A variety of motor- and non motor-proteins are involved in the organization and regulation of this complex apparatus. DNA polymerase delta-interacting protein 38 (PDIP38) is a highly conserved protein and has so far been shown to be a cytoplasmic and nuclear protein. Cell cycle dependent nuclear localization and the interaction with DNA polymerase delta and proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) indicate a role for PDIP38 in DNA modification and/or proliferation. Here, we show for the first time that PDIP38 localizes to the mitotic spindle throughout mitosis. Using anti-PDIP38 antibody injections and siRNA silencing, we demonstrate that PDIP38 loss-of-function causes problems with spindle organization, aberrant chromosome segregation, and multinucleated cells. Taken together, the data indicate different roles for PDIP38 in safeguarding a proper cell division at various stages of the cell cycle, including DNA synthesis and repair, organization of the mitotic spindle and chromosome segregation.